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Abstract
Deposition of salt during crustal extension adds to the complexity of post-deposition salt tectonics in many ways. For example, salt may be thin
or absent across intra-rift highs thus impacting mobility and connectivity, influencing deformation styles during subsequent sediment loading.
Physical models investigated salt-tectonic processes in sediment-driven remobilization of a complex salt isopach within a segmented rift
system. A stretching rubber sheet generated regional extension. Slabs of weak silicone embedded at the base of the pre-rift stratigraphy
localized extension to produce a series of soft-linked discrete graben. Model salt filled the deep graben, thinning across linkage zones. Thin salt
covered the horst blocks between graben. The salt basin was tilted and loaded by a series of sedimentary wedges. Distal aggradation gradually
buttressed the prograding system. Sediment loading and regional dip drove salt seawards.
The continuous thin-salt fringe that covered the segmented basin aided salt mobility, resulting in translation and extension of the sedimentary
overburden. Large salt walls formed downdip of the toe of the sedimentary wedge as seaward-flowing salt was buttressed against graben edges,
much like our previously published models of gravity gliding across basement relief. Continued thickening of these salt-cored uplifts
eventually allowed them to collapse under extension. Sedimentary loading of these extending, flat-topped diapirs formed local minibasins that
translated seawards until they welded atop subsalt strata, freezing the adjacent diapirs in place. Diapirs were also deformed as they passed
through extensional and contractional hinges associated with topographic monoclines developed above the horst and graben topography in
subsalt strata. In portions of the basin with subdued base-salt relief, simpler expulsion rollovers dominate as the lack of buttressing allowed
more efficient salt expulsion. Despite the inherent oversimplifications in physical models some good first-order similarities are demonstrated
between our results and examples from the Abenaki and Eastern Sable Subbasins on the Scotian margin.
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Deposition of salt during, or after, crustal extension adds to the complexity of post-deposition salt tectonics in many ways. For example, salt
may be thin or absent across intra-rift highs thus impacting mobility and connectivity, influencing deformation styles during subsequent
sediment loading. Physical models investigated salt-tectonic processes in sediment-driven remobilization of a complex salt isopach within a
segmented rift system.
A stretching rubber sheet generated regional extension. Slabs of weak silicone embedded at the base of the pre-rift stratigraphy localized
extension to produce a series of soft-linked discrete graben. Model salt filled the deep graben, thinning across linkage zones. Thin salt covered
the horst blocks between graben. The salt basin was tilted and loaded by a series of sedimentary wedges. Distal aggradation gradually
buttressed the prograding system.
Sediment loading and regional dip drove salt seawards. The continuous thin-salt fringe that covered the segmented basin aided salt mobility,
resulting in translation and extension of the sedimentary overburden. Large salt walls formed downdip of the toe of the sedimentary wedge as
seaward-flowing salt was buttressed against graben edges, much like our previously published models of gravity gliding across basement
relief. Continued thickening of these salt-cored uplifts eventually allowed them to collapse under extension. Sedimentary loading of these
extending, flat-topped diapirs formed local minibasins that translated seawards until they welded atop subsalt strata, freezing the adjacent
diapirs in place. Diapirs were also deformed as they passed through extensional and contractional hinges associated with topographic
monoclines developed above the horst and graben topography in subsalt strata. In portions of the basin with subdued base-salt relief, simpler
expulsion rollovers dominate as the lack of buttressing allowed more efficient salt expulsion. Despite the inherent oversimplifications in our
physical models some good first-order similarities are demonstrated between our results and examples from the Scotian margin.
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● Rubber sheets commonly used to distribute extension
across a ‘rift’ zone

● However, resulting rifts are commonly very uniform and
lack significant segmentation – above left
● Using offset plates and multiple stretching sheets, does
provide significant segmentation but suffers from significant
internal artifacts
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● Stretching rubber sheet attached to aluminum plates generates
extension which is distributed by basal detachment layer
● A series of en-échelon crustal weak zones (slabs) are placed above a
lower regional polymer layer – similar setup to that used in Dooley and
Schreurs (2012)
● Weak slabs focus extension creating a rift system with several offset
graben – major relays, transfer zones
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 Deposition of salt during or immediately after
crustal extension adds to the complexity of postdeposition salt tectonics in many ways. For
example, salt may be thin or absent across
intra-rift highs thus impacting mobility and
connectivity, influencing deformation styles
during subsequent sediment loading, such as
the example from the Scotian Margin to the left.
Physical models investigated salt-tectonic
processes in sediment-driven remobilization of
a complex salt isopach within a segmented rift
system.
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Loading a Complex Salt IsopachToe of Wedge 15

But first here's a simple isopach...

LP, landward pinchout  SP, seaward pinchoutTSR, top-salt regional
 Progradational loading of a model with a smooth base of salt produces simple and readily
understandable patterns. Gross geometry is simple expulsion rollover as salt is expelled seaward
from beneath the prograding wedge.
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continued loading
salt expulsion continues.
The salt-cored uplifts at
the graben margins
amplify and begin to widen
– left. The pattern
continues to evolve during
Wedge 4, with a broad
fold/uplift above the half
graben, and dissipation of
the broad uplifts that
formed against the graben
edges.
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patterns emerge
in Wedge 8 (left) that show
extensional collapse of the
salt massifs that formed at
graben edges. This drove
shortening seawards. By
the time of Wedge 14
(right) the patterns in the
center of the model
resemble an expulsion
syncline and associated
salt massif. Complexity
above marginal graben.
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 Section S1 illustrates only a minor
amount of trapped salt within the
proximal graben. Landwardthickening growth sequence above
graben – early depocenters
translated seaward until welded. Lack
of structural topography seaward of
proximal graben led to efficient salt
evacuation– large expulsion rollover
above smooth BoS.
 Section S2 from central part of the
model illustrates significant trapped
salt and associated top-salt relief.
Structural topography and resultant
local depocenter welding hindered
efficient salt evacuation. Let's explore
this diapirism further.
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 Graben infilled with colored polymer of variable
thickness (our salt analog), and a thin fringe (4
mm) of transparent polymer added over entire rift.
In Stage 2 the rig was tilted to 1°, covered with a
thin roof (4 mm), and sedimentary wedges were
gradually prograded out across the salt-filled rift
system.
 The sections below illustrate the two main
structural domains within the model center:
S1 – single graben system in transfer zone –
gentle step up onto zone of negligible structural
topography on seaward side, and;
S2 – double graben system – step up, step down,
then climb up landward dipping hangingwall ramp
to minor step up on seaward side.

Sections from the two main structural domains in center of model
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Generating a Segmented Rift System

Salt-Filled Rift System
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2 Pre-Salt Structural Architecture

 A hybrid system comprising a basal stretching sheet, a thin basal silicone detachment and
polymer slabs (left) is used to generate a segmented rift system in the overburden (above; see side
panel).  The oblique view along the post-rift topography (above) reveals the main rift system
comprising en-échelon graben that step to the right and then back to the left above the basal slab
array. Marginal graben form where the polymer slabs are far from the edge of the stretching sheet.
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is mobilized by the
load of the first
sedimentary wedge and by
regional dip. Contractional
thickening of salt occurs
against the intra-rift horst
block and against the intergraben horsts, similar to
the results documented by
Dooley et al. (2017, 2018).
Maximum subsidence
recorded where salt was
thickest.
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Diapir Formation & Translation
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 Height-change maps in  3 show diapirs initiating by contractional thickening
against horst blocks or graben
aben edges, prior to extensional collapse and seward
translation, similar to the processes described in Dooley et al. (2017, 2018; see
below). Strain maps to the left show outer-arc extensional strains above these
rising diapirs allowing us to map their translation over time. Both diapirs
translated seawards through an extensional and then contractional hinge
associated with this structural relief. Seaward translation of Diapir 2 (D2)
gradually wanes as the asymmetric minibasin welds. Diapir 1 (D1) is eventually
surrounded by welds precluding further translation.

Effects of base-salt relief
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Additional Diapir Domains

3D Model Volume

Trapped Salt in Marginal Domain
3D view, Wedge 11
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Section 1 – Central Diapir Zone
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Section 2 – Efficient Expulsion Zone
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 Marginal diapir domains characterized by thicker depositional salt
prior to loading, along with steeper and taller margins along the main
rift system. In addition, thicker depositional salt in the outboard graben
enhanced mobility of the system, allowing differential translation of
diapirs seawards across minor steps, and associated hinges, at base of
salt. Local depocenters expelled salt into the flanking diapirs. Welding
eventually froze the diapirs in place.

Section 3 – Marginal Diapir Zone
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Summary

Loading a segmented salt-filled rift:

Abenaki and Eastern Sable Subbasin, Scotian Margin, E. Canada
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● Major diapirs initiate by contractional thickening of
salt against horst blocks or steep graben boundaries
● Diapirs modified by translation through
topographic hinges related to the structural relief
combined with sedimentary loading
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● Welding at the autochthonous level prevents
further seaward translation of diapirs – distal expulsion
rollover
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17
from Deptuck and Kendell, 2017

● Some good first-order similarities between model
and this Scotian example – note the location of diapirs
above, and adjacent to, base-salt high blocks

● Simpler expulsion rollover systems characterize
portions of the rift with more subdued topography (e.g.
transfer/accommodation zones)*
* ignoring possible compositional changes in natural evaporite sequence in these locations

there was some additional oblique salt flow through the transfer zones out into half graben

● In both example and model, although not
isopachous, the salt basin was mostly connected
despite structural topography – connectivity allowed
extension at the autochthonous level, and significant
expulsion and translation of salt and overburden
seawards

● Addition of a salt fringe covering entire rift system
greatly enhances mobility – approximates a typical
gravity-driven extension-contraction system, albeit
with a heavily punctuated or non-existent purely
translation domain
● More work is required focusing on sedimentary
loading of segmented salt basins in rift systems...
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